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Pigeonhole Principle

The Pigeonhole Principle says that if P pigeons fly into h pigeonholes, then there is a pigeonhole with
at least P/h pigeons. Also, there is a pigeonhole with at most P/h pigeons. It is easy to see why the
Pigeonhole Principle is true: The average number of pigeons per pigeonhole is P/h, and it can’t happen
that all the pigeonholes have fewer (or all have greater) than the average.

Here are some applications of the Pigeonhole Principle.
Example. (a). Among the 1179 current Plebes we can find four who have the same birthday (excluding

year). This is because 1179/366
.
= 3.22. Also, there is a day of the year on which at most three Plebes

have a birthday. In this example there are 1179 pigeons (the Plebes) and 366 pigeonholes (the dates on
the calendar).

(b). In the decimal representation

1

2013
= 0.0004967709885 . . .

there appears to be no pattern among the digits. Nonetheless, the Pigeonhole Principle guarantees that the
digits must eventually repeat or terminate. If you perform the long division of 2013 into 1, there are only
2013 possible remainders at each step. So within 2013 steps we either get a remainder of 0 (a terminating
decimal) or we get a repeated remainder (and a repeating pattern of digits thereafter). In this example
the pigeons are the remainders that arise in the division procedure, and the pigeonholes are the numbers
1, 2, . . . , 2012. This same argument can be used to show that the ratio of any two nonzero integers is
equivalent to a decimal that either terminates or repeats. The irrational numbers (like

√

2 and π) neither
repeat nor terminate.
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(c). Nine Plebes are playing ultimate frisbee (during Spring Break) on a rectangular
field that is 100 meters by 50 meters. Claim: At any given instant two of the players must
be within 36 meters of one another.

To justify the claim we partition the field into eight 25-by-25 squares, as shown. By the
Pigeonhole Principle one of the eight squares must contain at least two of the nine Plebes.
These two Plebes are within 25

√

2
.
= 35.8 meters of each other (the length of a square’s

diagonal).
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